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Reader and transponder functions
General

• The yellow led flashes once per second for a successful reading event.

This function can be useful when testing the installation. 

• Windshield tag functions properly only when installed on a glass or plastic surface

– If you hold the tag in hand or the tag is placed e.g. on a cardboard, the reading distance will be 
only appr. 1,5 meters 

– The tag should be held only by its edges (touching in the middle of the tag may disturb the 
antenna operation) 

• Installation environment with different reflections may impact heavily on reader and 

transponder operations.

• Reflections can remarkably modify the reading area 

– Reflections can have positive or negative effect on the reading distance

• Metal surfaces cause the strongest reflections, but also other materials can cause them.



Radiation patterns of the reader and transponder antennas

• Radiation pattern of the internal antenna of Idesco EPC reader is conical beam alike 
– The width of the beam is 65 degrees both vertically and horizontally

• The reader radiates only onwards. 
– The radiation backwards and sideways is so weak that the reading distance in these directions is less than 1 

meter. Due to reflections in the installation environment, the reading distance in these directions can be even 

better in practice, but this is just because of reflections and not caused by the radiation pattern of the internal 
antenna.

• A successful reading event requires that the radiation patterns of the reader and the tag

interleave, and the chip in the tag gets sufficient power from the reader. 

• Idesco EPC Windshield Label radiates 360 degrees around its axis and the radiation is 

strongest perpendicularly to the tag’s axis. 
– When the angle turns more parallel to the tag’s axis, the strength of the radiation gets weaker, and in fact, the tag 

doesn’t radiate at all to directions parallel to its axis.

– Because of the radiation pattern of Idesco EPC Windshield Label, a reader installed above the lane can read 

horizontally installed tags more reliably than a reader which is installed on the side of the lane.

• The radiation pattern of 3D Frog label tag is omnidirectional (360 degrees to every 

direction), so the position of the tag doesn’t have an effect on the reading reliability.



Installation of Idesco EPC Reader (page 1)

• The reader is delivered with an installation set for installations on wall, ceiling or poles

• The installation can be made on poles with diameter of 25,5-44,5 mm 

• The best location for installation depends on the case 

• Generally, the best location is above the lane, but not too high. If the reader is installed 

above the lane, the transponder should be on the windshield behind the rearview mirror in 

a horizontal position. 

• When the tag is installed on a windshield, please note that there must be at least 20 mm 

distance between the transponder and the metal parts of the car

• If it is not possible to install the reader above the lane, it must be installed on the side. 



Installation of Idesco EPC Reader (page 2)

• If installed on the side of the lane, the transponder should be placed on that part of the 

windshield which is closer to the reader, in the upper or lower corner. 

• The distance sideways between the reader and the transponder must be as small as 

possible, so the reader must be installed as close as possible to the lane. This is 

important especially in installations where EPC Windshield Label is placed on a horizontal 

position. (See radiation patterns)

• It is possible to install Idesco EPC Winshield Label in a vertical position, if an appropriate 

reading distance or reliability is not achieved in a horizontal installation.

• If the Idesco EPC Winshield Label is in a vertical position, the declination of the windshield 

must be taken into account in installation. This means that the reader should be slightly 

above the transponder, because radiation from the transponder antenna is the most 

powerful perpendicularly to its own axis. 

• If placed in a vertical position, Idesco EPC Windshield Label radiates strongly also 

sidewards, so it is possible that the transponder is detected by a reader which is located 

next to another lane. 3D Frog Tag radiates always strongly also sidewards, so it is not 

recommendable to use it in an installation where several lanes are close to each other.  



Installation of Idesco EPC Reader (page 3)

• After the reader has been installed, the available reading area should be determined by 

using a glass or a plastic plate, with a transponder installed on it. In this way the impact of 

possible radiations on the reading area can be found. 

• If the desired reading area is not achieved, it is possible to change the angle or the 

location of the reader. 

• The reader flashes the yellow led for a successful reading event, which helps in 

determining the available reading area. 

• When testing, the transponder must be held in a similar position and location in which it 

would be in reality, when installed in the car. 

• It is possible to simulate the vehicle driving through the gate by walking with the test 

transponder in the reading area. 

• If the desired reading area is achieved with the test transponder, the reader operation 

should be tested once more with a transponder installed in a vehicle. 



Special windshields

• Some car models have metal coatings in their windshields. They may reduce the reading 

distance or even prevent the reading. 

• Very often, though, there is a metal-free area in the windshield. It is usually behind the 

rear-view mirror or in one of the corners. 

• E.g. windshield of Ford Mondeo with windshield heating elements, has a suitable location 

for a transponder in both of the lower corners in the windshield. 

• Some Audi A8 and Lexus car models have a metal coating in their windshields to prevent 

UV radiation. It may reduce the reading distance. 

• If the reading distance with a windshield tag is not satisfactory, Idesco EPC Metal Tag 

ABS inside the car (e.g. on the dashboard) or integrated for instance in the bumper might 

be suitable as well.



Identifying vehicles on an adjacent lane 

• Too long identificaton distance may cause problems in some installations. In worst cases 

the reader interrogates tags in vehicles driving on the adjacent lane or on a street nearby.

• Horizontal installation of the Idesco EPC Winshield Label helps to prevent this. (See 

radiation patterns)

• In some cases, metal parts in the installation area are causing this problem by distorting 

the reading area.  

• Installing the reader in the ceiling and directing it straight downwards may reduce 

reflections and the reading distance. This may help to prevent the reader from 

interrogating transponders too far. 

• If the problem can’t be removed by changes in tag or reader installations it is possible to 

reduce the transmitting power of the reader. 



Examples of reader and transponder installations

• If possible, the most recommendable 

location for a reader is to have it installed 

above the lane. The reader has then the 

most optimal position for the transponder. 

The transponder should be then installed 

near to the rear-view mirror, in the middle 

of the windshield. 



Examples of reader and transponder installations

• If the reader can’t be installed 

above the lane, it must be placed 

on the side. In this case the 

reader should be as close as 

possible to the driving lane, and 

the transponder should 

preferably be installed in that 

part of the windshield which 

comes closest to the reader. If it 

is not possible to install the 

transponder in the corner of the 

windshield, one possible location 

for the transponder would be 

nearby the rear-view mirror – if 

the reliability and acceptable 

reading distances in this kind of 

installation have been proved by 

testing. 


